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My name is Richard Cohen. I am an attorney and the president of the Southern
Poverty Law Center, a civil rights organization founded in 1971. I have testified before
numerous congressional committees, including the Senate Committee on the Judiciary in
June on the subject of free speech on college campuses. I have served on the Department
of Homeland Security’s Countering Violent Extremism Working Group and am a
recipient of the FBI Director’s Community Leadership Award. I am honored to appear
before you today.
For more than three decades, my colleagues and I have been monitoring and
issuing reports about radical right activity in the United States, including at colleges and
universities, and have been advising law enforcement officials, civic leaders, and college
administrators on how to respond to speeches and rallies held by hate groups and their
leaders. A few days before the violent demonstrations in Charlottesville, Virginia, in
August, we released a guide with advice to student groups on how to respond when
speakers associated with the white nationalist movement come to their campuses. 1 Less
than a week after the deadly Charlottesville events, we released a new edition of Ten
Ways to Fight Hate, our community guide for responding peacefully to hate activity. 2 A
few weeks from now, we will be releasing a training video for the law enforcement
community on lessons that can be learned from the events in Charlottesville.
I’d like to make three points this morning.
First, the debate over free speech on college campuses is taking place against the
backdrop of increased activity by a white nationalist movement that has been emboldened
by President Trump’s rhetoric and that is targeting colleges and universities.
Second, although university officials and students may find white nationalism
abhorrent, they must respect the First Amendment rights of white nationalist speakers and
of the students who want to listen to them.
Third, university administrators and public officials, particularly the President,
must speak out forcefully against white nationalism and in support of the First
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Amendment. The President also should heed Congress’s call to use his administration’s
resources to fight the growing prevalence of hate groups in our country.

White Nationalist Movement Emboldened by the Presidential Campaign Is
Targeting Our Nation’s Colleges and Universities
On the night of Friday, August 11, 2017, as the joint resolution unanimously
passed by this Congress stated, “hundreds of torch-bearing White nationalists, White
supremacists, Klansmen, and neo-Nazis chanted racist, anti-Semitic, and anti-immigrant
slogans and violently engaged with counter-demonstrators on and around the grounds of
the University of Virginia in Charlottesville.” 3 The shocking number of hardcore racists
who came to Charlottesville reflects that our country is facing a newly energized white
supremacist movement. The fact that the racists marched at the University of Virginia
reflects that the movement is targeting our colleges and universities. The fact that
violence erupted reflects that the threat colleges and universities are facing is very real.
Congress has recognized the “growing prevalence of … hate groups” in our
country. 4 Our research confirms the point. During the last two years – a period that
coincided with the presidential campaign – we documented a surge in the number of hate
groups. 5 The growth in the number of hardline anti-Muslim groups last year was
particularly dramatic and followed a significant increase in hate crimes against Muslims
the year before, according to the FBI. 6 As former President George W. Bush noted during
a speech earlier this month, “bigotry seems emboldened.” 7
Regardless of whether President Trump intended it, his campaign rhetoric
“unearthed some demons,” to borrow Representative Mark Sanford’s words. 8 Although
white supremacists typically eschew the political process, seeing both parties as
irredeemably corrupt, they took the unusual step of rallying around Mr. Trump’s
candidacy and celebrating his victory. On his radio show from February 2016, for
example, former Klan chief David Duke told his listeners that “voting against Donald
Trump …is really treason to your heritage.” 9 On election night, he tweeted that “our
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people played a HUGE role in electing Trump!” 10 During a gathering of white
nationalists just blocks from the White House shortly after the election, white nationalist
leader Richard Spencer – who later played a prominent role in the Charlottesville
demonstrations – prompted sieg heils from audience members after quoting Nazi
propaganda in German. He responded by shouting, “Hail Trump! Hail our people! Hail
victory!” 11
In the ten days following the election, we documented nearly 900 bias-related acts
of harassment, intimidation, and violence. 12 Sixteen percent of the incidents took place
on college campuses. Many of the perpetrators invoked the president-elect’s name or his
slogans. Cf. supra note 8 (quoting Rep. Sanford) (“I’ve talked to a number of people
about it back home. They say, ‘Well, look, if the president can say whatever, why can’t I
say whatever?’ He’s given them license.”). During the Charlottesville demonstrations,
David Duke stated, “We are determined to take our country back. We are going to fulfill
the promises of Donald Trump.” 13
Colleges and universities are a prime target of the newly energized white
supremacist movement because it sees them as bastions of liberalism and
multiculturalism – institutions that are “infected” with political correctness. From the
movement’s perspective, making a speech on a college campus is a highly symbolic act –
equivalent to going into the belly of the beast.
The statistics tell the story: Since March 2016, we have documented 329 incidents
of racist recruitment flyers being distributed on 241 different college campuses across the
United States – a number that continues to grow. 14
A group called Identity Evropa, whose members must be of “European, nonSemitic heritage,” has been responsible for the largest number of these recruitment
efforts. The group was founded by Nathan Damigo, a student who was inspired by
reading David Duke’s autobiography while in prison for assaulting an Arab cab driver. 15
Damigo was involved in the Charlottesville demonstrations.
Members of Vanguard America, another racist group that has been distributing
flyers on college campuses, also were present in Charlottesville. Wearing white polos
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with khakis, they chanted “Blood and Soil” while marching on the campus of the
University of Virginia. 16 James Fields, the man who killed Heather Heyer and injured
numerous people when he ran his car into a crowd, was photographed rallying with
Vanguard America. 17
Richard Spencer and Milo Yiannopoulos are prominent “alt-right” figures making
the rounds on campus speaking tours. Spencer is an openly racist, white nationalist
leader who heads a small organization called the National Policy Institute. He has called
for “peaceful ethnic cleansing” and the creation of a white ethno-state in North
America. 18
Propelled by the publicity he received from his Washington speech shortly after
the election, Spencer launched what he called a “danger tour” of campus speaking
engagements. The Chronicle described Spencer as a “clean-cut 38-year-old, who attempts
to bring an air of respectability to a movement commonly associated with Nazis and the
Ku Klux Klan.” Spencer told The Chronicle that he hoped to speak at “all the big”
universities. 19 He added that it was “really important now to go in with all guns blazing—
figuratively speaking, of course—and be really radical and say I fundamentally disagree
with you. The Donald Trump phenomenon was, and still is, about identity at some deep
level.” 20 At a speech at Texas A&M University on December 6, 2016, Spencer told the
audience and protestors that “America, at the end of the day, belongs to white men. …
Our bones are in the ground. We own it.” 21
Milo Yiannapoulos, a deliberately offensive, flamboyant provocateur who calls
himself the “Dangerous Faggot,” has spoken at dozens of colleges. 22 The co-author of
Breitbart News’ “An Establishment Conservative’s Guide to the Alt-Right,” he described
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Spencer as one of the “intellectuals” of the movement. 23 As a former tech editor at
Breitbart, Yiannapoulos was a frequent guest on Stephen Bannon’s radio show. Bannon
lauded Yiannopoulos as “one of the leading voices of his generation in this whole fight
against cultural Marxism, the defense of Western Civilization” and compared his courage
to that of Winston Churchill. 24
Given the provocative nature of white nationalist activity aimed at colleges and
universities, it is not surprising that we have seen a strong backlash among students.
There have been instances when students shouted down speakers. And, unfortunately,
there have been times when violence has broken out, including at the University of
California at Berkeley and at the University of Virginia, 25 something that we have always
denounced.
Much of the violence has been perpetrated not by students but by persons who
identify with the so-called Antifa – a loose-knit, self-described anti-fascist movement.
Antifa have been involved in bloody street fights with white supremacists for decades.
Many are organized under a loose, national network known as Anti-Racist Action (ARA),
formed by anti-racist skinheads in Minneapolis in 1988 to combat neo-Nazi skinhead
gangs. ARA is dedicated, according to its website, to “eliminating racism, sexism, antiSemitism, Islamophobia, homophobia, transphobia, and discrimination against the
disabled, the oldest, the youngest, and the most oppressed people.” Its tenets include
“challenging racists and fascists when they attempt to recruit, organize, mobilize,
propagandize, and cause harm to people” and “refusing to ignore the violent bigots that
comprise racist and fascist groups.” 26
Clearly, college administrators have their hands full.

The First Amendment Rights of All Speakers and Listeners Must Be Protected
Last week, the organizer of Richard Spencer’s campus speaking tour filed a
lawsuit against Ohio State University for refusing to rent a campus venue to him for a
Spencer speech. 27 The organizer is likely to win, just as he won a similar lawsuit against
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Auburn University earlier this year. 28 Although many universities, particularly after
Charlottesville, would like to refuse to allow Spencer to speak on their campuses, 29 they
will all almost certainly lose if they try to do so, absent unusual circumstances, in light of
settled First Amendment jurisprudence.
The First Amendment is a bedrock principle of our diverse democracy. It protects
the right to an open dialogue, described by the Supreme Court as a “profound national
commitment to the principle that debate on public issues should be uninhibited, robust,
and wide-open.” 30 Crucial to that commitment is that the Constitution does not merely
protect expression that is beautiful, or moral, or wise. It commits us to protecting speech
and acts that may be disagreeable or even downright offensive to some. 31 That
commitment safeguards both the rights of students to peacefully protest 32 and the rights
of anti-war activists to burn the American flag. 33
Public colleges and universities are state actors. 34 They must ensure that their
campuses both uphold the First Amendment and are safe, welcoming, and supportive
environments for students of all backgrounds. 35 Although private school administrators
are not legally bound by the same obligations, 36 most typically assume those duties
regardless, given their role in building a society in which First Amendment freedoms are
paramount.
The First Amendment firmly protects the right to receive information from all
manner of sources, from controversial speakers to books and pamphlets. 37 No matter how
repugnant one may find a speaker’s views, as long as a college has a policy of allowing
student groups to invite people from outside their campus to speak, college administrators
cannot pick and choose based on the views the speaker holds. 38 This is why Middlebury
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College’s student chapter of the conservative American Enterprise Institute (AEI) had a
right to invite Charles Murray to speak to them on campus. 39 And it is why neither other
students nor college administrators should be allowed to stop someone from speaking
merely because they dislike the speaker’s ideas. 40
When controversial speakers like Richard Spencer come to college campuses
without the invitation of a student group, they have the same right as anyone else to use a
public space to promote their message: if a school allows those outside its community to
use or rent a space on campus, then any group or speaker has just as much of a right to
use that space as anyone else. 41
In the Auburn case, the court stated that the university presented no evidence that
Spencer’s speech was “likely to incite or produce imminent lawless action.” 42 The court
also emphasized that the university could not cancel Spencer’s speech for fear that
protestors would object violently to his message. The court quoted a Supreme Court case
stating that “[l]isteners’ reaction to speech is not a content-neutral basis for regulation.” 43
The court also noted that the university was prepared to provide security and that Spencer
had provided insurance against damage and paid for extra security. 44 After a preliminary
injunction was entered against the university, it had to pay $29,000 in attorneys’ fees to
the lawyer for Spencer’s organizer. 45
Richard Spencer is a wealthy individual. Most controversial speakers will not be
able to afford the cost of extra security and, in any event, the law is decidedly against
imposing the cost of security on speakers to control those who may violently protest their
messages. 46 Were the law otherwise, protestors could raise security costs to such a degree
that they would amount to a classic “heckler’s veto.” This leaves us, as Professor Erwin
Chemerinsky, a staunch First Amendment advocate, has pointed out, with a dilemma.
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At what point can a university say that it cannot afford the necessary
security precautions and therefore must cancel a speaker because public
safety cannot be assured? The law provides no clear answer to this
question.
Yet, it is a very real and difficult issue. If [Ben] Shapiro [another
controversial speaker] and Yiannopolous and others like them announced
they were coming every week, no campus could possibly afford it. Never
should anyone be prevented from speaking because of his or her views,
but there must be a point at which a campus can say the financial bill is
just too high. The law needs to develop in this area to provide guidance to
campus administrators. 47
Texas A&M University recently instituted a rule that will require all campus
speakers to be sponsored by an organization or person affiliated with the university. Such
a rule would prevent strangers to the university, such as the organizer for Spencer’s
speaking tour, to rent a university venue. “If the university is going to incur security and
overtime costs associated with controversial speakers,” a Texas A&M spokesperson said,
“at least it will be for its own students.” 48
In the SPLC’s student campus guide, we emphasize the critical importance of the
First Amendment. “Neither other students nor administrators,” we explain, “can stop
someone from speaking merely because they dislike the speaker’s ideas.” We urge
students “to deprive the speaker of the thing he or she wants most – a spectacle.”
Alt-right personalities know their cause is helped by news footage of large
jeering crowds, heated confrontations and outright violence at their events.
It allows them to play the victim and gives them a larger platform for their
racist message. Denying an alt-right speaker of such a spectacle is the
worst insult they can endure.
While there’s nothing wrong with peaceful student protests against a
hateful ideology, it’s best to draw attention to hope instead. Hold an
alternative event – away from the alt-right event – to highlight your campus’s commitment to inclusion and our nation’s democratic values. 49
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If students choose to protest, we urge them to be peaceful. We also recognize that
ridicule and mockery, when used peacefully, may be effective tactics “to disarm
protestors who espouse bigotry and white supremacy.” 50
College Administrators and Public Officials, Including the President,
Should Speak Out against White Nationalism and in Support of the First
Amendment; the President Also Should Heed Congress’s Call to Address the
Growth of Hate Groups
Although public colleges and universities cannot ban those invited to campus by
student groups or forbid speakers whose messages they abhor from using otherwise
publicly available facilities, nothing in the First Amendment requires public colleges to
respond neutrally to these speakers. 51 As the Supreme Court recently affirmed, “[W]hen
the government speaks it is entitled to promote a program, to espouse a policy, or to take
a position. In doing so, it represents its citizens and it carries out its duties on their
behalf.” 52 Colleges and universities may not censor speakers like Richard Spencer, but
they can censure them.
Many college presidents have issued forceful statements denouncing the messages
of racist speakers and affirming their commitment to maintaining welcoming and
inclusive campuses. Often, they have coupled such statements with affirmations of their
school’s commitment to the First Amendment as well. The statement issued by Michael
Young, the president of Texas A&M University, is a good example. 53
Freedom of speech is a First Amendment right and a core value of this university,
no matter how odious the views may be.
Outrage and indignation are emotions understandably running high; I share these
sentiments. At the same time, I am also truly heartened by the clear message that
the Aggie community is sending in reaction to this intrusion – the firm resolve to
speak up in opposition to these views, the resounding affirmation that they do not
represent the Aggie values we espouse and to which we aspire, and the call to
action to reject these views.
Both aspects of such statements are important. By denouncing the racist messages
of speakers like Spencer and affirming their commitment to maintaining welcoming and
inclusive campuses, university presidents distance their schools from racism and reassure
students who may be troubled by the presence of incendiary speakers on campus. By
50
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affirming their commitment to the First Amendment, university presidents take advantage
of a teachable moment at a time when there is widespread confusion among students
about the constitutional protections afforded to freedom of expression. 54 It is important,
in my view, that statements such as that issued by Mr. Young come from university
presidents or other high-ranking officials, rather than from a disembodied institutional
office. 55 Actions, of course, speak louder than words.
Ironically, the Goldwater Institute is promoting model legislation that, in the
name of protecting free speech on state college campuses, actually could circumscribe the
ability of college presidents to speak out against racism. 56 The model legislation provides
that state colleges and universities “shall strive to remain neutral, as an institution, on the
public controversies of the day.” 57 Although the Goldwater Institute states that this
section of its model legislation is “aspirational,” it also states that “[d]espite the
aspirational language,” certain policies “would be a fairly straightforward violation of the
principle of institutional neutrality.” 58 The model legislation does not define the term
“public controversies of the day,” so one is left to wonder.
Fortunately, Congress has not remained neutral. In the joint resolution it
unanimously passed after the shocking incidents in Charlottesville in August, it
unequivocally “reject[ed] White nationalism, White supremacy, and neo-Nazism as
hateful expressions that are contradictory to the values that define the people of the
United States.” Congress urged the President to likewise “speak out against hate groups
that espouse racism, extremism, xenophobia, anti-Semitism, and White supremacy.” 59
Unfortunately, the President’s post-Charlottesville statements have appeared
equivocal at times. 60 He also has sent mixed messages when it comes to his support of
the First Amendment. 61 Given his bully pulpit, the President should speak more clearly,
more forcefully, and more often about our country’s commitment to the constitutional
values embodied in both the First and Fourteenth Amendments. He also should take
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